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EDITORIAL

Dear Reader,
Greetings. A constant theme that needs consistent
reiteration is the significance of Cop-Community
Connect. It cannot be cultivated overnight. It can
only be inculcated over a period of time in the
minds of both the public and the police. Once the
bond is forged, it helps establish the much-needed
trust between the two sides. Precisely for this
reason, New Media, publishers of
The PROTECTOR magazine, has undertaken a
nationwide launch of seminars, dedicated to the
theme – Cop-Community Connect for a Safer
Tomorrow as part of its corporate social
responsibility. The first of the proposed events was
held in Mumbai recently. The cover story of the current issue of
The PROTECTOR highlights the speeches delivered by eminent personalities,
which included former super cop J.F. Ribeiro, former DGP Maharashtra
D. Sivanandhan, Additional Chief Secretary (Home) U.C. Sarangi, DGP Housing
Pravin Dixit, noted Forensic Scientist Rukmani Krishnamurthy and CMD Micro
Technologies P. Sekhar. ACS Sarangi, who is relinquishing office after a glorious
tenure of more than three decades, fondly recalls in an interview to this magazine,
his years of dedication and the contentment he derived from performing his duties
honestly in various assignments as an IAS officer. In another interview, Thane
Police Commissioner K.P. Raghuvamshi, a former head of Anti-Terrorist Squad
(ATS) talks about his experiences. Every year, Republic Day brings to light the
winners of President's Medal for gallantry and distinguished service. The
magazine publishes the list of winners this year, a number of whom belong to the
Maharashtra Police, in the article titled Guts and Glory. In this context, we also
carry an interview with Ravindra Sengaonkar, DCP - Navi Mumbai one of the
winners of this year's honours. The issue carries a study on the increasing role of
forensic science in crime detection, by Dr. D. Sengupta, a former Director of FSL,
West Bengal. There are many shades to Mumbai Police – the Good, the Bad and the
Indifferent. The magazine introduces an interesting miscellany in this regard. The
treasure trove discovered at the famous Padmanabha Temple in the southern state
of Kerala has highlighted the need to preserve and protect the temple treasures
spread across the country. We carry a well-researched article by Dr. P. Sekhar,
Chairman, MicroTech Global Foundation. Every year, the Mumbai Police has an
'encounter' of a different kind with Bollywood, known as Umang. We carry a photo
feature. The magazine carries two articles, one on fire safety recommendations for
mercantile buildings and another, listing safety tips for women. The police love the
thrill of adventure travel as much as the public. Pallab Ghosh, IPS, of Kolkata Police
packs all the thrills of a heavenly trek in the Himalayas in an article. Besides all these,
there are photo features on the Cop-Community Connect seminar mentioned above,
the Republic Day celebrations in Maharashtra and the Mumbai Marathon.
The magazine wishes you a happy and prosperous new year.
Wish you happy reading.

Satya Swaroop
Managing Editor
satya@newmediacomm.biz
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FOREWORD

From the Desk of

Umesh

Chandra Sarangi
ACS Home

On the eve of my retirement, I feel happy and
content. As I look back, as a student, I wanted to be a
genetic engineer but destiny saw me end up as an
administrator. From salubrious environment of
research lab, I shifted to administration as a member
of the Indian Administrative Service. I was lucky to
meet a number of great civil servants in early years of
my career. Their guidance was a great help to me in
building my foundation as an administrator.
Having lived first 25 years of my life in a rural
environment, I was well aware of the problems of rural
people, particularly the poor, the underprivileged,
illiterate and socially backward. Now I was in a position from where I could make
difference to their lives. This became the prime motivation to take the given job
seriously. A research bent of mind, enabled me to look in to problems in their
entirety and search for holistic solution. We all get busy with execution of plans,
very few of us plan execution and that is why many a times we achieve physical
targets but not the goals.
During this long career, I had to confront many challenging tasks. Doing them
successfully was a great satisfaction. Managing an unprecedented drought in Latur,
extending a helping hand to earth quake affected farmers in Latur, helping the super
cyclone victims in Orissa to restart life, rescue relief and rehabilitation of earthquake
victims in Bhuj, tackling the never seen before situation caused by unprecedented
floods in Mumbai, co-ordinating flood management in 31 districts at the same time,
ensuring smooth and incident free conduct of Kumbha Mela in Nashik, were big
challenges that I was asked to handle during the course of my eventful career
Guidance and support from seniors and willing help from colleagues and juniors
enabled me handle these difficult situations. I strongly believe that to deliver
effectively one needs to have a strong team to work. I am fortunate to have worked
with people who were endowed with best of capabilities and zeal to work and with
their unfailing support we were able to deliver. I am thankful to all my colleagues who
worked with me as a team throughout my career. I wish all of them well.
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I was lucky to be allotted to a state like Maharashtra, which is socio-culturally
progressive, politically prudent and economically advanced. Decentralised
governance and strong cooperation movement has really transferred power to the
people. So the sociopolitical awareness among masses is impressive. This keeps
administration on its toe. It has to remain ever vigilant to people's problems and
take definite steps to solve them. The political authorities both in and outside the
Govt. make consistent effort to live up to the expectation of people. I was lucky to
have their consistent support and guidance, while working in different positions. I
am indebted to all of them.
Maharashtra undoubtedly was the most developed state and continues to be so.
Economic liberalization has thrown open opportunities, and almost all states are
surging forward from behind. Maharashtra has to strive relentlessly to maintain its
number one position. At the same time it has to take fresh initiative to reduce
disparity in development among regions. The administration has a great task in its
hand and I have no doubt that they will prove equal to the task. I wish them well,
in their efforts to transform Maharashtra to a well developed state. Our task
remains incomplete till we ensure that nobody is hungry, everyone has a roof
over their head, and have access to good education, clean drinking water and
affordable health care.
Maharashtra and Mumbai Police have the distinction of being second to none.
Due to changes in external and internal environment they are likely to face lot
more challenges particularly from terrorism and left wing extremism. Security of
our cities, vital installations and safety & security of people is going to be a major
responsibility for police in coming times. They have to prepare themselves to
meet the challenges through training, skill enhancement and getting equipped
with latest technology and arms. I have no doubt that the police force in the
State will be able to meet the expectations.
Protector as a magazine has worked as a good support system for Police in
Mumbai & Maharashtra by bringing cops and community closer and
highlighting the unsung achievements of the Police force. I wish and hope it
will continue to do the good work.

(Umesh Chandra Sarangi)
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VIEW FROM THE TOP

From the Desk of

K. Subramanyam
Director General of Police - Maharashtra
New Year Greetings to the readers of the
Protector. Wish you all a peaceful, productive and
secure year. As the New Year approaches we start
making resolutions. Resolutions of all kinds,
personal, professional and what not. Fulfilling
those resolves is often not an easy task. In my
opinion, as responsible citizens of the country and
state we must resolve through the year to work
towards making our society a better and more
secure place to live in. I sincerely hope and wish
that Maharashtra Police will be able to deliver to the
society and achieve its goal of a safer and more
secure society and come up to the expectation of the
people.
Protector magazine has been consistently working towards improving Police Community relationship by highlighting the initiatives of Maharashtra Police
towards a safe and secure society. This issue of Protector reinforces this concept of
community policing which has the potential to change the traditional policing and
Law Enforcement process. I hope to see more and more community policing
initiatives this year working towards this end. As a part of its Nationwide initiative,
on 2nd anniversary of Protector, the Mumbai seminar “Towards a better Cop –
Community Connect for a safer tomorrow“ was very well received by all
stakeholders , corporate and communities.
Regular interaction of police with the public on issues like women's safety, traffic
management, and care for the elderly, uplift of underprivileged children goes a
long way in cementing and strengthening the bond between the police and the
public. The overwhelming gap in numbers of security personnel and the sizeable
population that needs to be catered to leaves a lot to be desired in terms of quality of
service that the Police can provide to its citizens though it works relentlessly towards
this goal. Closely working with communities helps not just in crime detection and
prevention but focusing on other community initiatives too.
While traditional policing largely reacts to situations, community policing is
proactive. Building mutual trust and confidence between the police and public is
very crucial as the dynamics of crimes is changing. So to control the entire law and
order situation and to address the grievances of the public, the police have to reach
out to public and work with them.
In my opinion, Community Policing is not just a methodology, it is a philosophy
which is the order of the day and is here to stay as intrinsic and inseparable part of
policing.

(K. Subramanyam)
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'Cop-Community Connect'
Need of the Hour to Herald

'A Safer Tomorrow'

Eminent speakers at a
landmark seminar on security
held recently in Mumbai
stressed the need for a
stronger “Cop-Community
Connect,' which was the
theme of the event, to curb
crime and fight against
terrorism.
The seminar, Cop-Community
Connect for a Safer Tomorrow,
was organized by New Media
Communications, publishers of
The PROTECTOR magazine, as
the first of a series of such events

The Mumbai PROTECTOR

to mark the second anniversary of
the publication, dedicated to the
police fraternity and the safety
and security of the society at
large.
The seminar speakers included
super cop Julio Rebeiro,
Additional Chief Secretary
(Home) U.C. Sarangi, Pravin
Dixit, DGP & MD, Maharashtra
Police Housing Corporation, Dr.
Rukmani Krishnamurthy, noted
forensic scientist, and Dr. P.
Sekhar, CMD, Micro
Technologies (India) Ltd.

Participants at the well attended
seminar included Chief Fire
Officer H. N. Mujawar, former
Mumbai Police Commissioner
Ronnie Mendonca and ADG
(Retd) Subhash Avate, apart from
a large number of security
analysts and experts.
Sarangi described community
policing as the very core of all law
enforcement efforts and said that
the concept might sound new to
Indians but many countries had
formulated important strategies in
policing based on it. “In Chicago,
it has been in practice for many
Jan - Feb 2012
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years and it has helped in
containing and curtailing crime
and thereby helping maintain
Law and Order effectively,” he
said.
Sarangi observed that the connect
between the community and
police should be complementary
to each other and mutually
beneficial and if it was so then
police could serve the
community better. “I feel the
police-community relationship
needs to be stronger,” he added.
Explaining how the system in
India is at work today, Sarangi
said, “We have a concept of beat
constable, who ought to know
every person in the locality and
will be a great source of
information and intelligence for
higher authorities to ensure
timely action, if necessary. We
have to strengthen Mohalla
Committees and the Beat System
to ensure that their relationship
becomes strong enough for both
the sides so that they could act
decisively together.”
Pravin Dixit said police officers

The Mumbai PROTECTOR

and men could play an important
role in bringing the society and
communities together.
“Because, when people come
together, they have more faith
and trust in each other,” he said.
Talking about how security and
safety benefited people
economically, Dixit said the
market value of any property in a
locality, apart from other factors,
was directly linked to the safety
and security that it enjoyed. “We
all should work together towards
a close bond between the
community and police and try to
bridge the existing
communication gaps,” he said.
Citing the success he had
achieved in Nagpur as the city's
Commissioner of Police by
providing to the public easy
access to reach him, Dixit said,
“Making ourselves accessible to
the people goes a long way in
establishing and reinforcing their
faith in Police.”
Former super cop Julio Ribeiro
said that people's initiatives
lasted longer and helped more in

maintaining peace and harmony
in the society. “I have always
maintained that any initiative that
comes from the people has every
chance to succeed and survive
longer. The reason for this being
the fact that initiatives started by
any Police Officer last only as
long as he is in service or as long
as his posting tenure lasts,” he
said
Ribeiro, referring to the Mohalla
Committee Movement in
Mumbai as a people's initiative,
Ribeiro said, “It was not a police
initiative as is commonly
believed. It was started as a public
initiative by the riot affected
people of Mumbai after the
communal riots of 1993
following the serial bomb blasts
in the city,” he said.
Ribeiro said the peace
committees known as Mohalla
committees were formed under
the leadership of Fakhruddin
Khorakiwala who was the Sheriff
of Bombay in 1992.
“Khorakiwala set up 72 such
committees to bring peace and
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communal harmony back to
Mumbai. People say wrongly that
it was Ribeiro who set up the
committees. No, the initiative
came from the community and
from Khorakiwala who was
respected by the community,” he
said.
Ribeiro said that the Mohalla
Committees were a purposeful
police-community partnership
and it was continuing even today
with success not only in
maintaining peace and harmony
but also in detection of crime and
criminals, anti-social activities
that put the safety of the city in
jeopardy.
Talking about his Punjab
experience, Ribeiro said the
success he had achieved there
could be attributed to the
community initiative to curb
insurgency. “Every body claims
credit for the squashing of the
Punjab insurgency which has a
long history. The truth is that it
was the community which did the
creditable work. I visited 200
villages during my tenure in
Punjab. I travelled ceaselessly
accompanied by a fine officer
called Chaman Lal. We travelled
to remote villages and met people
who desired to end the terror
being spread by the insurgency.
Our conversations with them
revealed that they were ready to
isolate those amongst them who
did not want peace and
harmony,” he said.
Emphasizing his point, Ribeiro
said, “If a community chooses to
isolate those who are anti-social
and supportive of wrong causes
then they cannot do anything.
They won't have oxygen to do the
work they are doing. This applies
in the case of petty crimes also.

The Mumbai PROTECTOR

The success achieved in Punjab
was completely due to
community support. No one can
take credit for it as individuals.“
Former Director General of
Maharashtra Police
D. Sivanandhan stressed on the
aspect of self discipline by the
community that ensured peace
and cited the example of troublefree celebrations on the new

year's eve in Mumbai. “On such
occasions it is the communities
more than the police that ensure
the safety of the thousands of
otherwise home bound folks who
spend the night out merrily to
usher in a new dawn,” he said.
Sivanandhan referred to trust as
another key factor in the policecommunity relationship. “For
communities to bond with the
law enforcing authorities happily
there has to be a good measure of
trust. Citizens have to feel secure
in the very thought that the police
is there 24/7 in their
neighbourhoods, mohallas, bastis
to take care of them. And it is
entirely up to the Force to earn
that trust and confidence,” he
said.

a chance to forge the bond of trust
with the citizens.
“The service has to be that of a
friend and not of an intimidating
law enforcer. If the citizens are
convinced by the concern and
friendliness of the police officers
to help in their crisis in some way
or the other the citizens will want
to stand by the police officers and
policemen in their trying
moments and do their bit to bring
difficult situations under control
speedily and peacefully,” he said.
Former Chief Election
Commissioner N. Gopalaswamy,
whose speech to the seminar was
read out in his absence, called for
a well-crafted “Security
Sensitization and Standardization
Program,” to make people more
aware of the problems which the
new security challenges posed.
“Any attack on our population or
financial nerve centres has the
potential to put the development
and progress in jeopardy. Having
achieved a high growth rate, we
have to sustain it for the benefits
to reach the huge population of
our country that still lives in
comparative deprivation.,” he
said.
Gopalaswamy said India was
specially vulnerable as the threat
to its security had many

Sivanandhan said that police
stations were the places where
police officers and policemen got
Jan - Feb 2012
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dimensions. “As any threat to or
exploitation of our socioeconomic infrastructures and key
resources would have a
devastating impact on our
national security, economic
stability and the lives of the public
at large, the need for a wellcrafted “Security Sensitization
and Standardization Program”
cannot be gainsaid,” he added.
In her detailed presentation, Dr.
(Mrs) Krishnamurthy touched on
the significant strides made by
forensic science in the field of
criminal investigation in recent
years. Talking about the latest
developments in this field, she
said, “Forensic science, in
addition to its application for

Sekhar, a technocrat and founderchairman of MicroTech Global
Foundation (MTGF) and CMD of
Micro Technologies (India) Ltd, a
pioneer in the manufacture of
security related products.
Launching the book, Ribeiro
commended its timeliness in the
light of the security requirements
that are essential for keeping the
city of Mumbai safe.

communities.“
The seminar also provided an
occasion for the launch of the
book titled 'Security
Requirements of Mumbai - A
National Perspective', by Dr. P.

Speaking on the occasion, Dr.
Sekhar said, “The objectives of
this book are to create security
awareness among the citizens of
Mumbai and equip this dynamic
metropolis to meet the security
challenges ahead. I do hope that
the book addresses the security
needs of all segments of
Mumbai.”
In his message to the seminar,
Sujit Nair, Executive Director,
Lowe Lintas, referred to various
advertizing campaigns to
promote public awareness about
the issues of safety and terrorist
threats and said, “People living in
Mumbai had always been aware
that there could be a terrorist
attack any time. But today, with
the help of the campaigns such as
'the Alert Mumbaikar' they are
not only aware of impending

nailing the culprits, has of late
been transformed into
technology-driven application in
the form of social and preventive
forensic for serving the society for
a safer tomorrow.”
In his message, Maharashtra DGP
K. Subramanyam, who could not
attend the seminar described the
The PROTECTOR as a significant
initiative. “It is an excellent
instrument to build
communication platforms with

The Mumbai PROTECTOR
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threats to their safety but alert to
their surroundings to prevent
them,” said Nair.
A large number of senior police
and fire brigade officers, security
experts and analysts, members of
the public and the media
attended the seminar, held at the
Indian Merchants Chamber.
Earlier, in a message to The
PROTECTOR on the occasion of
its second anniversary,

Maharashtra Chief Minister
Prithviraj Chavan said: “Besides
highlighting the good work done
by the police, the magazine has
also helped in creating awareness
amongst the public about the
many positive aspects of the
police force. In short, The
PROTECTOR has successfully
connected cops with
communities.”
Since its launch on 2 October
2009 on the eve of Gandhi

The Mumbai PROTECTOR

Jayanti, The PROTECTOR
(www.theprotector.in) has strived
to promote 'the Cop-Community
Connect' to ensure the safety and
security of the society and the
country's fight against terrorism.
The magazine has also taken a
bold initiative in bringing out a
compendium of speeches by
eminent personalities, top Police
officials, security experts and
analysts, delivered during a series
of seminars organized by

Mumbai Police in 2010, in the
form of a book, titled,
'Fight Against Terrorism.'
Talking about the seminar, New
Media Managing Editor Satya
Swaroop said, “The prime
objective of the initiative is to
create awareness among the
people across the country on the
importance of Police-Public
Partnerships in curbing crime and
in fighting terrorism.”

Media, as part of its commitment
to social responsibility, should
initiate the launching of the 'CopCommunity Connect' seminars
nationwide to mark the second
anniversary of The
PROTECTOR,” he said.
New Media will announce in due
course through The PROTECTOR
magazine the schedule of the
seminars to be held in other major
cities across the country, he
added.

The seminars are supported by
the following partners - Micro
Technologies (India) Ltd, Fire and
Security Association of India,
GFDR, Noble Event,
+
MediaValueWorks India.

“It is only appropriate that New
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Public Surely Applauds Good Policing
- Umesh Chandra Sarangi
Community Policing has to be the
core of all the Law Enforcement
efforts. It may sound new to us but
many countries have formulated
important strategies in Policing
based on Community Policing. In
Chicago, it has been in practice
since many years and has helped
in containing and curtailing crime
and thereby maintaining Law and
Order.
The connect between the

community and police should be
complementary to each other and
mutually beneficial. If it is so then
the police is able to serve the
community better. In India, for
some reasons we have not been
able to establish that kind of
relationship between police and
public. Police is generally
criticized by society and citizens
at large for its attitude and
functioning.

While the police personnel
function relentlessly for the
benefit and safety of the citizens,
their efforts are not given due
recognition and they are not
appreciated. There is a feeling of
persecution. Both sides need to
inch forward to ensure closer ties
between society and police. The
Bureau of Police Research and
Development (BPR &D) had
submitted a report in 2003 saying
“Community Policing consists of
normal policing of the society
through consultation, cooperation and partnership. This
will come when both society and
police both take forward and
positive initiatives. Everything
good done by police is
immediately responded and
recognized by citizens.
I remember when the World Cup
was over in Mumbai people
complimented the good policing
either on phone or in writing. The
police was strict and polite at the
same time. It gave me a lot of
satisfaction that my people did
their job well and were nice and
polite to the citizens at the same
time. It was praiseworthy more so
because of the positive feedback
from the citizens themselves.
Citizens, inspite of being
subjected to the rigmarole of long
queues submitted themselves to
strict checking though they were
in a hurry to get to their seats.
They bore no grudges against the
police realizing that the arduous
task was only for the larger
interest which was safety and
security of one and all. Very
recently, the year end and New

The Mumbai PROTECTOR
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Year celebrations in the city were
incident free though a large
number of people were on the
street. The vigilant Mumbai
Police ensured that there were no
accidents and no incidents.
Whenever we do things that
make people safe and pursue
their lawful objectives, citizens
feel happy and their confidence
in Police and the system
improves. The effort has to be
continuous so that over a period
of time the misgivings and
misinformation about police get
wiped out and it paves the way to
better police- community
relations.
I remember long back we used to
have DG Nissar who had taken
recourse to the use of preventive
sections in Law to curtail crime
very effectively especially in
dowry harassment cases. He
would ensure that some surety is
taken by women’s organizations
so that a woman was not troubled
by her husband and parents-inlaw after she had made a
complaint. So law enforcement
becomes that much more simpler
with the support and vigilance of
the community even though we
may be living in an environment
that is endangered by threats of
terrorism or by naxalism.
Every citizen has a right to resist
which is fundamental and above
all rights. Many a times aware and
vigilant citizens who resist unjust
acts that endangers the society are
attacked because they are
regarded as informers. So, police
and community interaction leads
to a sense of hope, co- operation
and partnership among police
and community ensuring
improved Law and Order.
In Maharashtra, we have made

The Mumbai PROTECTOR

several efforts to improve and
ensure that community and
police work together. Mohalla
Committees is one such initiative
where people meet from time to
time to discuss with police and
help in ensuring that people work
peacefully.
Peace committees all over the
state are another initiative that
works toward this end. They meet
from time to time in all
emergencies to ensure that
people are able to celebrate
festivals peacefully and there is
no untoward incident.
Mahila Committees in Pune meet
police from time to time and
discuss strategies to ensure that
women are not harassed and
atrocities against them do not
happen. Another community
initiative that has worked well is
Gram Suraksha Dal. The strategy
is to deploy some young men for
night patrolling as an alternative
to police patrolling so that
villagers feel secure and can sleep
peacefully. This helps in
safeguarding villages against
dacoity and theft which is the
most common crime in villages.
In Pune, police is trying to create a
forum of youth and involve them
in various kinds of police work
like teaching them how to ensure
safety during functions, contol of
cyber crimes and manage
citigraphy so that they become
responsible. Some people take
keen interest in social work and
are watchful of crimes and inform
the police about the party that has
been wronged while they
themselves remain incognito.
For example, a gentleman kept an
eye on a traffic cop who was in
the habit of troubling women
scooter riders at a particular

square. This gentleman installed a
video camera opposite the
location and informed the police
Commissioner showing him the
proceedings and the traffic cop
was taken to task. So there are
sections of people who take upon
themselves to work for the
welfare of the society thereby
supporting the police in the
process.
Not withstanding all this and
considering the naxal extremism
and terrorism and similar such
issues, I feel the Police –
Community relationship needs to
be stronger.
We had a concept of beat
constable wherein the constable
ought to know every person in the
locality and would be a great
source of information intelligence
to higher authorities ensuring
timely action. We have to
strengthen Mohalla Committees,
Beat system and Mahila
Committees all over and ensure
that relationship becomes
stronger enough on both the sides
so that they act decisively. I am
sure that the deliberation in
today's seminar would be able to
throw light on what we have been
able to do. In the process
strengthening the bond between
the Police and the Communities.
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Easy Access Brings
Police-Public Together
- Pravin Dixit

At the outset, I would like to thank
and congratulate Protector for
consistently giving importance to
and touching issues that are very
crucial to common man. All the
previous issues of Protector last
year highlighted important issues
like terrorism, community
policing, women in police and
police reforms. My
congratulations to the entire team
of Protector that works towards
the success of the magazine not
only in Mumbai but Kolkata and
Hyderabad too. As far as subject
of today's discussion is
concerned we are really
privileged to hear a panel of
distinguished speakers like
Mr. Umesh Sarangi, ACS- Home;
J.F Ribeiro former DGP (Punjab &
Gujarat), Dr. Rukmini
Krishnamurthy, Forensic
Scientist; and Dr P. Shekhar,
CMD, Microtechnologies
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India Ltd.
I would like to put forward certain
facts for your consideration and
reflection. Crime scenario
worldwide today is on two
extremes. On the one end is a
country like Brazil where the
crime is on the rise by an average
of 500 crimes per year as per
Interpol data. On the other
extreme we have a country like
Japan where the crime is on
decline. One would ask why do
these places need a mention? The
facts do not substantiate that
Japan is a better organized
country and Brazil is less
organized. Then why such
diverse situations? Well the
answer is that crime takes roots in
the mind. The crimes that we see
are only symbolic expression of
our minds. Inspite of a population
of 120 crore and rapidly growing,
crime in India is under control.

This is because of social
regulation. Police may catch a
few criminals, they may be
prosecuted and convicted by our
judicial system but ultimately the
rate of crimes depends on how
the society is woven and how it
progresses. At present India is
witnessing a crisis of identity.
While rural India has closed
community living and there is too
much of interaction among
people almost like transgressing
on each others privacy, urban
citizens live a life of isolation and
are totally indifferent to even
immediate next door neighbours.
We do not know about their
background and do not care to
findout if he is a person of who
respects social values and
conforms to societal norms or if
he is a criminal.
In Japan, the sense of social and
moral values is very strong. As a
result of which people are less
inclined to commit crimes. I recall
reading an incident in a book on
Japan by an American author
where a person left his wallet in
the washroom by mistake
containing a huge sum of money.
After an hour or so he discovered
that his wallet was not with him.
When he went back to the
washroom the wallet was still
lying there untouched though
many people had walked in and
out of the place. We must realize
that we need more and more
involved societies across the
urban areas too. If we make efforts
towards healthy interaction with
the neighborhoods' they would
reciprocate too. The police
officers can play an important role
in bringing society together.
Years ago in Mumbai we had a
Bhedi chawl as we call them
which was rife with communal
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riots and no police efforts were
able to suppress them. I
remember, Mr. Jog an able officer
posted as officer – Special branch
in Maharashtra who took the
initiative to organize cricket
tournaments, football matches for
the residents of the chawl and that
helped in bringing people
together and brought down the
incidents remarkably. Because
when people came together they
had more faith and trust in each
other.
In advanced countries there is
close interaction between police
and public. In any county in the
UK police officers with the
society and ask them about their
requirements. In the
development process today there
is PRA to DCP and Police
Commissioners which is people's
representation. Similarly, in the
security scenario some autonomy
needs to be provided so that
police can familiarize themselves
with the issues of people. Every
locality has its distinct problem.
For example a locality could be
facing eveteasing problem, some
other could be accidents or
communal violence at other
places, and the solutions
therefore have to be needbased.
Market Value of any locality apart
from other factors is directly
linked to a the safety factor it
provides. Safer localities are more
sought after and there is value
addition to safe haven. In any
country, we have organized and
unorganized sectors. Organized
sectors like institutions, traders,
services etc. should list what
preventive measures they can
take to ensure their safety. In
western countries any person
intending to buy or rent any
property is interviewed by the
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society, nobody can gain entry
otherwise.
The least we can do today to help
ourselves and the police in such
crucial times is install security
gadgets like CCTV, Security
Alarm systems which are quite
cheaply available systems. But
due to lack of awareness,
alertness and indifference
Housing Societies do not install
security gadgets. All organized
sectors and individuals should
come forward to ensure that they
follow minimum precautions and
ensure maximum safety and
security for themselves. One may
question that if each one of us has
to take care of ourselves for our
safety then why do we need
police. Fact is we can't expect
police to take care of each of us,
realistically, we can't have such
numbers. So, there are some
safety measures that one can take
at our level. For example, to
ensure the safety of our vehicles
we must install security alarm
systems which costs only few
thousands compared to the cost
of vehicle instead of lamenting
when the vehicle is lost and
blaming police for their
inefficiency.

during festivals like Ganeshotsav
and they do a good job of it.
Police Mitr or friends of police as
they are called too help the police
in detection of crimes. These
vigilant friends provide leads
about crimes, at times they know
all about the crime, including the
culprit and inform the police.
We all should work together
towards establishing a close bond
between the community and
police and try to bridge
communication gaps if any. As an
experiment, I had provided my
number to the citizens as
Commissioner of Police, Nagpur
and it worked very successfully.
Unlike, the notion that I would be
inundated with calls I found that
citizens behaved very
responsibly and called only when
absolutely necessary. No one
misused this access to the police
and there was no absurd call. So,
making ourselves accessible to
people goes a long way in
establishing and reinforcing the
faith.
Like in US, where people devote
weekends to community help, in
India too, we should commit to
two hours of community help at
least, every weekend. Volunteers
can register at the police stations
and work selflessly for the welfare
of the society. As Commissioner
of Police, Nagpur city I tried this
with citizens and it worked well.
We had volunteers from all walks
of life ready to aid the police.

Another way we can secure
ourselves is through Police
verification of domestic help
which has been repeatedly
endorsed but is often not given
due attention. Since, domestic
helps resist verification we
succumb and let go of the process
since we can't do without their
help. So, at our own individual
level we can take some measures
to safeguard ourselves.

We must remember Police
officers will keep changing, but
our safety and security shall
always be an issue and should be
our topmost concern.

During festivals communities
volunteer in large numbers and
support the police, especially

Yet another year has begun for all
of us, full of hope and aspirations,
dreams and wishes as always.
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Trust Binds Cops with
Communities
- D Sivanandhan
Mumbai's cosmopolitan
character was seen
conspicuously at all the yearend
celebrations most of them lasting
all night and winding up in the
early hours of the morning after.
On such occasions it is the
communities more than the
police that ensure the safety of the
thousands of otherwise home
bound folks who spend the night
out merrily to usher in a new
dawn.
Self discipline, of course, is one
thing but, more than that, it is the
willing submission to strict
policing on such occasions that
marks the trust the communities
have in the police. The key factor
is trust. For communities to bond
with the law enforcing authorities
happily there has to be a good
measure of trust. Citizens have to
feel secure in the very thought
that the police is there 24/7 in
their neighbourhoods, mohallas,
bastis to take care of them. And it
is entirely up to the Force to earn
that trust and confidence.
I have consistently advocated to
my men that they have to build
bridges with communities by
extending their hands for that
trusting handshake. It is easier
said than done, I know. Most
often, once the uniform is worn,
the power of authority it gives to
the individual overwhelms most
emotions. Understood. The
question is: what use is your
authority if it does not help you to
serve the people as a public
servant? It is important for a police
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officer and a policeman to
understand his role in ensuring
the safety of the society at large.
The service has to be that of a
friend and not of an intimidating
law enforcer. The Police Stations
are where the common man
comes to find redress for his
worries, fears and problems. It is
here that the Police officers and
policemen get the chance to forge
the bond of trust with the citizens.
If the citizens are convinced by
the concern and friendliness of
the police officers to help in their
crisis in some way or the other the
citizens will want to stand by the
police officers and policemen in
their trying moments and do their
bit to bring difficult situations
under control speedily and
peacefully.
In the best of societies all over the
world the positive interaction
between citizens and cops has
yielded amazing results in
traumatic situations. The 9/11
twin tower blast and the aftermath
when responsible citizens and all
communities joined hands to
help the officers to normalise life
for the shattered citizens has been
an example. In India, the 26/11

terror attack in Mumbai could
have had a worse impact on the
people of this bustling city if they
had not collaborated with the
police in their tenacious bid to
stand up to the challenge of
getting life back to normalcy and
the world wouldn't have admired
the resilience and courage of
Indians and the country as a
whole.
During my tenure as the
Commissioner of Police,
Mumbai, we took an initiative to
ensure senior citizens' safety by
starting the hamarisuraksha.com
providing an easy and instant
access for them to seek police
assistance. I had also organized a
series of four very successful antiterrorism seminars creating
awareness among the public
about the perennial threat of
terrorism and their role in helping
the police in meeting it. In fact,
New Media, organizers of this
seminar, has brought out the
compendium of these seminar
speeches delivered by eminent
public personalities, top police
officials, security analysts and
experts in the form of a book,
titled Fight Against Terrorism. It
may not be out of place to
mention here that Mumbai Police
also conducted a cyber safety
week, again to create awareness
among the people, about the
growing incidence of cyber crime
in this age of the Internet.
Nothing happens without effort
and dedication. During my tenure
as CP, Mumbai and DGP,
Maharashtra, I made it a point to
devote considerable time to
interact with people, especially
students and teachers,
community leaders, local
representatives of citizens' and
residents' associations. I felt it was
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important for them to know from
me what the State and the Home
Department intended to do for
intensifying the security measures
and in what ways they as
collaborators in the effort could
do to make the efforts successful.

Communication today has
become easy and quick. The Cop
Connect, the online interactive
helpline, which we launched for
citizens of Mumbai to reach out to
the police, has been a big success.
It has helped in crime detection

It's People's Initiatives that Last
Longer & Help Maintain Peace
- Julio Ribeiro

I have always maintained that any
initiative that comes from the
people has every chance to
succeed and survive longer. The
reason for this being the fact that
initiatives started by any Police
Officer last only as long as he is in
service or as long as his posting
tenure lasts. The day he moves
out and another officer comes in,
the initiative is squashed. The
Mohalla Committee movement
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was not a Police initiative as is
commonly believed. It was
started as a public initiative by the
riot affected people of Bombay
after the communal riots of 1993
following the serial bomb blasts
in the city. It was the first large
scale terror attack that took the
fearless city by surprise. Under
the leadership of Fakhruddin T
Khorakiwala who was the Sheriff
of Bombay in 1992 the Peace

and rendering mutual support on
different occasions. If we have not
had another dreadful terror strike
it is because we are now well
connected as cops and
communities.

+

Committees called Mohalla
Committees were envisioned and
born.
He set up 72 such committees to
bring peace and communal
harmony back to Bombay. People
say wrongly that it was Ribeiro
who set up the committees. No,
the initiative came from the
community and from Mr
Khorakiwala who was respected
by the community as a
businessman and the chancellor
of Jamia Milia Islamia. He passed
away last year at the ripe age of
93. If I had set up the committees
there was no guarantee it would
continue because my successor
would have thought it was not
good to have them. It was a
purposeful police-community
partnership and it is continuing
even today with success not only
in maintaining peace and
harmony but also in detection of
crime and criminal, anti social
activities that put the safety of the
city in jeopardy. Officers Rony
Mendonca and Satish Sahni are
actively involved in the work that
Mohalla Committees do in
different pockets of Mumbai.
In Punjab I experienced the same
success with the community
initiative to curb insurgency.
Every body claims credit for the
squashing of the Punjab
insurgency which has a long
history. The truth is that it was the
community which did the
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creditable work. I visited 200
villages during my tenure as the
DGP. I travelled ceaselessly with
the fine officer, Mr Chaman Lal.
Mr Lal was working with the
National Human Rights
Commission for a nominal salary
of Re 1 and his work was mostly
to help people in Mental
Institutions. We travelled to
remote villages and met people
who desired to end the terror
being spread by the insurgency
and we had conversations with
them which revealed that they
were ready to isolate those
amongst them who did not want
peace and harmony. I can tell you
one thing categorically. If a
community chooses to isolate
those who are anti social and
supportive of wrong causes then
they cannot do anything. They
won't have oxygen to do the work
they are doing. This applies in the
case of petty crimes also. The
success achieved in Punjab was
completely due to community
support. No one can take credit
for it as individuals.
When I joined the IPS, the British
had just left India. Wherever I
went in the villages especially
people would come to me and
ask: “Saab, aap angrez hai?” I
would ask them why are you
asking me this, is it because of the
colour of my skin? They would
say, “nahin saab, aap nyay dete
hain , isiliye”
I would tell them it is my job to
give you justice. The important
point is that people expect justice
from a police officer. Only when
they want justice and redress will
people come to Police Officer or
a Police Station. At that time their
hopes are all pinned on your
power to give them justice. When
I used to go to the Academy in
Mussoorie to deliver lectures to
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aspiring officers I used to tell them
to bear in mind one cardinal fact.
The fact that cannot be forgotten
is that we are not Masters, we are
servants. The IPS, IAS, IFS etc are
Services. I did not aspire to join
the IPS. I wanted to join the Postal
Service where my father served
for many years. But when I joined
the IPS and I wore the uniform for
the first time I felt, like everybody
else, a sense of power. But I also
felt the responsibility that came
with it and the rare opportunity it
gave me to serve and protect the
people who looked up to me.
In England I have a friend who is
now a Lord. He began his career
as a constable and rose from the
ranks. In the U.K and many other
countries they are not recruited as
officers as in India. We have a
different system which should be
changed. We must recruit
graduates as constables and give
them the challenge of growing in
the Force. They will then work
with commitment to prove their
worth for the promotions.
Unfortunately there is a lot of
political interference in our
country. As a result, the law of the
land cannot be maintained and
the worst interference is in the
Police service. If we are freed of
this bane we will have a service
that has officers of merit, worth,
courage, honesty and
commitment.
We won't require the Lok Pal Bill
if the law of the land is
implemented impartially without
political interference. Political
interference is a form of
corruption and it deprives the
common man of his rights. In the
course of our work we often get
calls from politicians to make
allowances and let go of someone
who has broken a law
consciously. When a helpless

officer succumbs to the
politician's pressure and obliges
he is aware that he is sending the
wrong signal to the society. But
that's how the system works in
our country.
Maharashtra is lucky to have a
bureaucrat like Mr Umesh
Sarangi as the Additional Chief
Secretary (Home) who is honest
and upright. In fact the State has
had some brilliant Chief
Secretaries in the past, too, like
Mr B.G. Deshmukh, for example.
I heard that Mr Sarangi will move
on in the next few months. We
must not let him go. We have to
request for an extension of at least
two years for him so that some
good work he has initiated is
completed.
I must say that the majority of our
citizens are law-abiding. The
need of the hour is alert citizenry,
who will tell us about suspicious
movements in a locality or the
sudden appearance of a stranger
in a locality. An alert, socially
responsible citizen will do that. In
Colaba, during my tenure in
Mumbai there was a doctor who
gathered people to work with him
to report crimes to the Colaba
Police Station. If I remember right
he was Dr Pravin Kumar. He did
such wonderful work that Colaba
Police Station became a Station
where no police man wanted to
be posted because it was not
“lucrative” anymore. Even the
politicians hesitated to interfere
because Dr. Kumar assembled a
strong citizens' group. So, that's
the power of the citizen. If we
have the will to harness that
power, we as a Force, can use our
“force” positively and for the
+
good of the society.
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Protecting Economic Assets
from Terrorists Vital
- N. Gopalaswamy
practizing various security
measures in day-to-day life. To
be successful
the country's
approach to national security has
to be built
on a strong
cooperative, coordinated and
consultative relationship
between the Government, the
security agencies, the public and
the Corporates.

The world in 21st Century looks
to be a place of extra-ordinary
challenges especially in the area
of security what with many
nations under threat of terrorist
action whether home-grown or
otherwise. We in India are
specially vulnerable as the threat
to our security has many
dimensions. For country wedded
to secularism and striving to
progress economically so as to
better the future for the millions of
countrymen and women, any
attack on our population or
financial nerve centres has the
potential to put the development
and progress in jeopardy. Having
achieved a high growth rate, we
have to sustain it for the benefits
to reach the huge population of
our country that still lives in
comparative deprivation and so
any threats to our security can
have grave repercussions to our
progress if not met effectively.
More than three years after the
terrorist attack in Mumbai, we
have to acknowledge that we still
have to contend with adversaries
who are committed to destroying
our people, our freedom, our
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economy and our way of life. In
addition, our Nation also has
endured many worst natural
disasters in the recent past. We
thus face the dual challenges of
strengthening our Nation's
preparedness to meet both
natural and man-made disasters,
as our most solemn duty is to
protect our people.
As any threat to or exploitation of
our Socio-Economic
Infrastructures and Key Resources
would have a devastating impact
on our national security,
economic stability and the lives of
the public at large, the need for a
well-crafted “Security
Sensitization and Standardization
Program” cannot be gainsaid.
There is need to make people
more aware of the problems
which the new security issues
have created, so that their
responses in a given situation
would "automatically" take these
factors into account. To
accomplish this, civil society
must take proactive initiatives to
sensitize population to the
emerging security issues and
establish the standard for

A good and competent Security
Plan requires a thorough
background study and the
drawing upon of the experience
within the security environment
which can be accomplished only
through a deep involvement with
the subject and an extraordinary
commitment to it. The human
element of security requires to be
addressed by involving the
Public at large and imparting
training to them and through
sensitization programs that will
continually update them in the
inevitably dynamic process of
balancing security, governance
and development in view of the
ever changing security scenario.
It is in this context that New
Media's organizing a seminar of
this nature is timely. I
congratulate them for it and thank
them for giving me the
opportunity to place my views
before you. I would also like to
express my deep appreciation of
Dr. P Sekhar's efforts in bringing
out these amazing 'Security Centric Books' and I applaud him
for this commendable job born
out of his deep commitment to
security issues.
+
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“Plan Execution Before
Executing Plans to Achieve Goals
and not Just Physical Targets”
Umesh Chandra Sarangi, A.C.S (Home)- Maharashtra

After three and half decades
in public service with a
commendable track record
U. C. Sarangi, Additional
Chief Secretary (Home) lays
down office on super
annuation by end of February.
His path breaking
contribution in agriculture
and allied sectors in the state
saw him join as Chairman of
National Bank for Agriculture
and Rural Development
(NABARD). While reporting
back to the state after
completion of a highly
successful tenure in
NABARD, every one expected
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him to be posted in
agriculture or finance areas
where he had proved himself
par excellence. But Govt.
decided to put him in charge
of Home department as its
Additional Chief Secretary
may be because Home always
deals with emergency
situations and
Sarangi is
second to none in the state,
perhaps in the country in
terms of handling
extraordinary emergency.
Colleagues fondly call him
“Disaster Management Guru'
he, having handled several
disaster situations single

handedly with extraordinary
competence.
After 26/11, state had
initiated a series of measures
to fight terrorism and left
wing extremism and wanted
them to be taken to their
logical conclusion. In Sarangi
Govt. found the right person
to take up the task.
On the eve of his retirement
Sarangi, shares the status of
the goals and priorities that he
set up for the department and
tasks accomplished with
Bhupendra Pathak. Excerpts:
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You have completed a long
innings in public service. How do
you feel now on the eve of
retirement.
I am quite happy. These three and
half decades in public service
have gone very well. I am happy I
could put my best in service of
people of Maharashtra. I got
challenging assignments to work
with and could prove equal to all
of them. My thinking had a pro
poor tilt. I believed the rich can
get ahead on his own, the poor
requires tacit backing of Govt.
Being son of a farmer and having
done farming I always wanted to
do something for the farmers and
luckily I got plenty of opportunity
to deliver. My tenure in
agriculture, and in NABARD
were extremely satisfying.
You took over as Additional
Chief Secretary in charge of
Home department at a crucial
time when state was required to
strengthen security
arrangements to fight terror.
While talking to “Protector” you
had indicated certain priorities
that you would pursue. Now that
you are laying down office,
would you tell us how far you
were successful in chasing the
priorities you had set before
yourself?
I am happy I had chosen correct
priorities and all of them have
made very good progress. Putting
a Close Circuit TV surveillance
net work in Mumbai city was my
top most priority. We had
appointed Price Waterhouse
Cooper as our consultant. The
project report prepared by them
was deliberated at various levels.
Govt. sent a delegation to London
to see how the C.C.T.V system is
functioning there and how it is
useful to authorities in
maintaining law and order,
investigating crimes and in
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combating terror. The objective
of the team was to apprise itself
about the technology used by
Scotland Yard, and gain some
insights for our project etc. The
visit was extremely useful. To
ensure that we go for best
technology available a technical
committee of competent
technical experts was appointed
to decide technical
specifications, standards, design,
technology, quality parameters
etc. The cabinet has sanctioned
5000 cameras, connectivity
control room with an estimated
cost of 600 crores. Now the RFP
(Request for Proposal) has been
called for and the bid would close
in the first week of March. We
should be able to issue work
order by end of March and the
installation proper would start in
April to be completed in a year.
There would be five regional
control rooms and one control
room for traffic. Besides, this there
will be an incident command and
control center in the new building
under construction for CP
Mumbai. All the 99 police
stations will receive the input
from cameras in their operational
jurisdiction.

State Wide Area Net work with
connectivity reach up to Taluka
level has been completed. The
police stations located outside the
Taluka Headquarter are being
connected by VSNL. WIPRO has
been appointed as system
integrator and very soon they will
install the hardware and other
logistics. A pilot soft ware is
presently under test; as soon as its
soft ware is approved we would
roll it out within the next three
months.
Strengthening coastal security
was one of your priority area.
Has it been possible to make
some headway?
Yes, we have made reasonably
good progress. All the boats for
which order had been placed
have arrived. The recruitment
rules for marine police
personnels have been approved
and the recruitment is under
progress. However, patrolling of
shallow waters has started by
putting staff on contract till
regular staff becomes available
since 1st October. A pilot project
is being implemented with
support from Govt. of India to
transponders on the vessels that

Bringing all the 1039 police
stations in the state on line
through crime and criminal
tracking network system was one
of your priorities. How far have
you been able to move in this
project?
This project is being
implemented with the support of
National Crime Record Bureau.
They would provide the software
for a nationwide system. Our job
was to train 60000 policemen
and ministerial staff in police
station who would work on the
system when commissioned,
which is now completed. The
work of establishing Maharashtra
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go to the sea from Mumbai. Based
on the experience it will be
upscaled to the entire coastal
area. The population, about one
lakh eighty thousand in all coastal
villages have been surveyed and
are in the process of being issued
with biometric identity cards.
This would be completed by the
end of March. Coast guard is in
the process of installing 5 radar
stations along the coast. An
exercise called 'Sagar Kavach'
involving all stakeholder
agencies was held twice to
acquaint them on care to be taken
to make security arrangement
fool proof. Land is being allotted
to establish a Marine Police
Training Center near Alibagh in
Raigad district. 9 of the 12 police
stations have gone fully
functional. Land has been
acquired for 7 new police stations
to be established in the second
phase.
The construction will start very
soon. All the fishing vessels have
been licensed. Maharashtra
Maritime Board has registered all
vessels. Gram Suraksha Dals are
being established in coastal
villages. We have to appoint
special police officers in every
village to keep watch over
movement into and from the sea,
establish a coastal police control
room in Mumbai to coordinate
with Navy, Coast Guard, BPT,
JNPT, and other stakeholder
agencies.
You had mentioned video
conferencing facility would be
provided in jails and court. What
is the progress in this initiative?
We had a conference with
District Judges and the issue was
discussed in thread bare detail.
We decided in the first phase we
would use video conferencing for
under trial prisoners and then
extend it for recording evidence
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during trials. In the first phase, we
propose to cover all heavy duty
court locations like Mumbai,
Pune, Thane, Aurangabad,
Nashik, all central jails and
district jails. About 82 locations
will be covered during current
year. In the second phase we
propose to cover Sub-divisional
and Taluka level courts and jails.
You had ventured upon an
ambitious plan for Police
Housing Corporation. Has it
been realized?
I am very happy on that front.
Government had more than
doubled the budget for Police
Housing Corporation. I had given
them a clear directive to
concentrate on projects which are
in advanced stage so that they are
completed and brought to use. In
fact to ensure this we had

identified projects in advanced
stage and provided project wise
allocation.
Police Housing Corporation has
been able to complete many
projects of office building and
housing. Close to 400 crores
would be utilized this year. We
have completed the Alpha Hawk
Training Institute in Suraburdi
Nagpur, CP Solapur building, SP
Parbhani office, SP Nandurwar
office, Police Training School
Turchi, India Reserve Batallion at
Aurangabad and many housing
projects. We are planning an
equally ambitious plan for the
next yea
The Trafficop Project taken on a
pilot basis was very successful in
Pune. You had said it is worth
replicating everywhere. What is
the progress?
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The trafficop project was a joint
collaboration of Software
Technology Park, Pune and Pune
Police. The software was given by
STP. Constables were given
Blackberry phones and a device
for giving print out receipt. Every
person who violates traffic signal
or rule is fined, his details are
taken in to Blackberry and from
there to server. A database gets
built up over a period of time and
repeat offenders are easily
detected. It helps in detecting
stolen vehicles and acts as a
deterrent on traffic violation. This
project got an award from Govt.
of India We have prepared a
proposal to replicate this project
all over the state.
Were you satisfied with the
general law and order situation
in the state?
By and large yes. The law and
order situation in the state
remained peaceful except the
unfortunate incident of firing in
Pune, Jalna and Nagpur district.
Judicial enquiry of all the three
incidents is under progress. There
were no serious communal
incidents. The 13th July, terror
attack was shocking. Four of the
accused have been arrested. We
hope to arrest others. We have to
improve our efforts at crime
investigation, detection and
charge sheet and pursue these
cases well so that we can have
better conviction rate. The
conviction rate in Maharashtra is
low and it is a matter of serious
concern. We had appointed a
committee under Joint Secretary
(Law), Home Department to
suggest means of improving
conviction rate. We will
d e l i b e r a t e o n t h e
recommendations and prepare an
action plan to improve conviction
rate.
Procurement has always been a
problem in Police. Has it
improved now?
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Yes, it has improved. We have
cleared a lot of work that was in
arrears and are trying to be up-todate in the current year's
procurement. To sustain police
mobility a vehicle replacement
plan has been prepared. The
Forensic Science Laboratory has
prepared a perspective plan for
five years. Police modernization
plans are going in time. There is
still scope for improvement and
that would be our endeavor.
Are we strengthening our
intelligence set up?
Post 26th November, we have
taken a few steps to strengthen
intelligence collection, sharing
and action there on. In future
security arrangements have to be
driven by intelligence. Security
has become third important work
for police apart from Law & Order
and Crime. Whereas functional
units would have to take action
on intelligence inputs, getting
right input at right time is the job
of intelligence wing.
Available intelligence has to be
shared. Officers working in
intelligence have to be trained. I
am happy to say we have
established a state-of-art
Intelligence Training Institution
called “Maharashtra Intelligence
Academy” at Pune. We have
started direct recruitment of Asst.
Intelligence Officers and Senior
Intelligence Officers and they
have been trained in the new
academy. A second batch is being
recruited now.
Govt. created Force-One in the
lines of NSG. Are they fully
equipped?
The outfit is presently located at a
temporary set up in Kalina and are
being constantly trained by
relevant experts. The permanent
infrastructure for Force-One is
under construction at Aarey Milk
Colony. We hope to complete it
by next year. Then the Force-One

will move to this location.
How about upgrading Mumbai
CP control room?
Yes, there is a dire need to
upgrade the control room. The
Hon. Chief Minister and Home
Minister had visited the control
room and given necessary green
signal for upgradation. We had
prepared a plan. Due to space
constraint the entire plan cannot
be executed. Also, we require
additional space to accommodate
the central control room for
CCTV. So, we have taken on
priority the construction of the
new building for Mumbai CP. The
new building will have a holistic
control room, meeting our entire
requirement in full. Till then, we
have embarked upon limited
upgradation of present control
room within the available space.
Left Wing Extremism has been on
increase in Gadchiroli and
Gondia districts. What is your
view and what strategies do you
propose to deal with the
situation?
The activities of left wing
extremists in Gadchiroli and
Gondia calls for stringent
measures. No civilized society
can be in agreement to killing of
innocent civilians just to create
fear and push one's ideology. We
are a democracy. People should
agree and opt for democratic
means provided by constitution
to get to power and implement
their ideology not by killing
illiterate poor tribals or taking
advantage of the remoteness of
their habitation. During last year,
we were able to arrest some of the
leaders, some got killed in
encounter. We captured a lot of
arms, ammunitions and
explosives. We have changed our
strategies. I hope it will yield good
result.
+
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“A systemic change is called for in
perception by bringing about stronger
cop- community bond.”
- K.P. Raghuvanshi, Commissioner of Police, Thane

Anti-Terrorism Squad in
Maharashtra was set up in
2004, to counter the menace
of the terrorism that was
looming large on the state.
With innumerable cases of
terrorism happening, a need
was felt to form an agency
that would track and
neutralize the activities of
terror outfits, mafia and other
organized crime syndicates.
The organization was formed
and has assumed its present
shape under the expertise of
K.P.Raghuvanshi, at present
Commissioner of Police Thane, who played a very
The Mumbai PROTECTOR

significant role in setting up of
this organization and headed
it since its inception. The
1980 batch IPS officer, who
hails from Muzzafarnagar in
UP started his career as a
lecturer in Meerut University.
Initially, he trained as Indian
Forest Service Officer but
gave it up soon for IPS. Totally
content with all the
assignments that the services
had to offer, he wishes to be in
Police services if he were to
be reborn.
Raghuvanshi handled and
controlled communal riots in

Sholapur successfully,
Government on his
promotion posted him as DCP
- Thane city in July 2004.
Thane city had witnessed
serial communal riots in May
2004, commonly referred as
Bhiwandi riots. His
meritorious services in the
naxalite affected districts of
Ghadchiroli were
appreciated by the
Government and he was
awarded DG's insignia in
1992 and Police medal in
1995. Following, the
Shrikrishna Commission
report he was requisitioned
by Government of
Maharashtra to head “Special
Task Force.”
He was the first IG to head the
newly constituted Anti
Terrorism Squad set up in
2004. Again, he was
decorated with Internal
Security Medal and
President's Police Medal for
distinguished services in 2005
& 2006 respectively. He
relinquished charge to IG
Hemant Karkare in 2008 who
unfortunately lost his life in
26/11 terrorists attack. At this
crucial juncture, he was
reinstated to the post which
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was upgraded from Spl.IG
ATS to Addl. DGP.
Raghuvanshi took over the
reigns as Thane Police
Commissioner since Feb
2011.
In an Interview with Jyoti
Pathak, Raghuvanshi shares
thoughts on some of his
experiences. Excerpts:
Please describe the topography
of Thane Commissionerate and
areas that fall under your
jurisdiction. How do you keep
the check and balances?
Thane is not a new area for me. I
was DCP in this area for 4 years
between 1984- 1988. In '84 soon
after Bhiwandi riots I was
promoted and transferred to
Thane. Topographically, then
Navi Mumbai was also part of
Thane Commissionerate,
Badlapur was an addition later
and Vashi & Navi Mumbai went
on to be new Commissionerates .
As of now, this is probably the
only Commissionerate in
Maharashtra which is rural. It
starts with a bit of agriculture and
open area leading to Bhiwandi,
followed by Kalyan, Dombivili,
Ulhasnagar, Badlapur and
Ambernath. All these are the
major townships. The special
feature of this Commissionerate is
that it does not have any
continuity and each of the cities is
unique with its own problems
and culture. For example, Thane
and Mumbra are vastly different.
While Bhiwandi is a powerloom
city and people from all over the
country work and live in these
powerlooms, Kalyan is known for
historical reasons. Ulhasnagar, is
largely inhabited by Sindhis and
is therefore also called
Sindhustan. Dombivili is
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predominantly, populated with
working middle class with about
50-60 percent of the population
travelling to Mumbai and other
places to work.
Ambernath and Badlapur, apart
from Industrial and Law & Order
problems have many other
problems. Around 1984, Thane –
Belapur belt which was the
biggest industrial belt then, had
frequent Law & Order problems.
With receding industrialization it
is the most sought after residential
area and more and more people
from Mumbai are migrating
towards Thane, Kalyan &
Badlapur. The escalating and
formidable prices coupled with
space crunch in other parts of the
city make it more attractive to the
middle class and migrated
population. Government of
Maharashtra too has cleared
development plan for Kalyan and
developers are investing in a big
way. The ever increasing
population therefore makes
security a major concern.
The commissionerate comprises
of 33 police stations, one JCP and
4 additional CPs, about 11 DCPs
and good number of officers and
men, which makes the total
strength to 9000+. The

commissionerate has 5 zones –
Thane (Zone 1&5), Zone 3 –
Kalyan, Zone2 - Bhiwandi,
Zone4- Ulhasnagar. Officially,
the population of the area is
70lakhs, unofficially it could be
more. Two major issues dominate
the commissionerate namely
slum and communal problems.
Bhiwandi, Mumbra and Kalwe
are known for it but as of now the
situation is very peaceful.
The hugely spread
commissionerate is well
connected due to efficient and
swift communication systems.
We connect on videoconference
with DCP Kalyan, Bhiwandi &
Ulhasnagar while other DCPs are
located in Thane itself. We have a
Joint Commissioner of Police and
the system functions pretty
smoothly. As per 2011 census this
is the area which has largest
migration and has registered
highest growth percentage. It is
also one of the most densely
populated areas.
How do you compare your
current posting as Thane Police
Commissioner vis- a-vis your
earlier posting as ATS chief?
Between these two postings I was
also ADG (Law & Order) for about
a year. I feel very closely
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associated with ATS since I was
instrumental in its formation and
making it functional with an
initial staff strength which was as
low as 16. I feel content since ATS
is the pride of Maharashtra. Both
the postings are distinct,
challenging and satisfying in their
own way.
ATS was set up in 2004 and you
were instrumental in its
formation. How has it
progressed and shaped up in the
last few years?
ATS unit was set up by the
Government of Maharashtra in
July 2004.I was IG (Konkan) range
then and was assigned the crucial
task. Since, 1992 Maharashtra
and particularly Mumbai had
been facing the onslaught of
terrorists attack. After the
Ghatkopar and Mulund blasts in
2003, Government of
Maharashtra in 2004 decided to
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take a final call to take on this
menace and set up the ATS unit
for the state with initial strength
of just 16 men.
The strength was inadequate even
for Mumbai. I proposed to the
government that we raise the
strength and expand the outfit.
We decided to have 4 units in
Mumbai and some more units in
other cities. Cases like that of Abu
Salem, arrest of Kashmiri terrorists
in Jan 2006, Train blasts in 2006
and Malegaon blast only
reinforced the need to spread our
operations. ATS units were set up
in Pune, Nasik, Nagpur,
Aurangabad and Nanded thus
covering the entire state of
Maharashtra. We chose to be in
these cities because of the
continuous intelligence input and
feedback from all sources.
Ultimately, we were proved right
after the Arm Haul case of

Aurangabad and the German
Bakery case in Pune. Setting up
ATS units was a challenge
because we all know Mumbai
functions almost independently
as one unit and rest of
Maharashtra as another. So, it was
then decided to have one DIG for
Mumbai and the other for the rest
of Maharashtra and the system
works almost the same way till
date.
Considering the topography and
challenges at Thane
Commissionerate what are the
fresh initiatives that have been
taken since you took over the
charge?
This is a commissionerate that
does not have continuity which
means that unlike cities like Pune
and Nagpur which are coherent
cities there are about 100 villages
in this commissionerate with the
result that every city has its own
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culture. This calls for varied
strategies based on the mindset
and psychology of the people of
the city. It is a challenge because
it is almost like working as a
Commissioner for 5 culturally
and radically different cities.
Other cities are relatively
compact whereas here even
traffic management for example
becomes a challenge.
You have a long career spanning
over 32 years, which tenure of
your career has been the most
satisfying and challenging?
I have been lucky as far as
exposure in police and policing is
concerned. My posting as SP
Ghadchiroli in 1990 was very
satisfying. I had the opportunity to
experience ground reality and
satisfaction of creating a unit
called C60 or Crack 60. C60 is a
fighting force against naxalites
and is called so since initially
only 60 men were appointed who
were available at all times to
counter any eventuality. The
force was raised with available
resources and the strength today
stands at around 700 but the
name C60 still remains because it
has delivered.
I feel very content that I was
instrumental in its formation and
it continues to be a force that
works against Naxalites with all
might and success. The other
assignment that has given me
immense satisfaction is my role in
setting up of ATS. My role as DIG,
CBI was also very satisfying
because it gave me a good
exposure and an opportunity to
learn how to investigate
complicated cases and read very
thin line between criminality and
administrative lapses.
Conviction rate in India is at an
all time low, what would you
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attribute to such low conviction
rate? Do you think officers
handling the cases are legally
competent to handle and how do
we ensure corruption free
handling of cases?
Yes, it is a matter of great concern
to us and we did deliberate upon
it at the recent senior officer's
conference called by DGP. There
are some reasons which are in our
ambit and some beyond. Some
years ago, we had good 50to60
per cent of conviction rate which
has hit an all time low of around
6%. Though, I may not be the
right person to comment on it still
I would say there are some very
obvious reasons for such low
rates.
One important reason is that
while we tend to be very keen to
detect cases tracking their status
at a later stage in the court
becomes difficult. As regards
corruption, it is an exception than
a rule. Maharashtra Police is one
of the oldest and one of the most
respected Police organizations,
s o o b v i o u s l y o f f i ce rs ar e
competent enough to handle
cases. However, due to increased
responsibilities investigation
does not get its due attention. The
“pairavi” of the case by the police
and “pairavi” of the case by the
public prosecutors both are
suffering, after the chargesheet.

natural that people tend to forget
the nitty – gritty of the cases.
Police Reforms, are therefore
necessary and we have to
empower the Police since
challenges are more. There was
respect for law and fear of law
earlier, unfortunately the same is
not true today.
How do you foresee police
reforms? What are the changes
in Police department that has
happened over the years? Are we
aiming at any model police
station?
The present police system was
created 150 years ago by
Britishers to serve their needs.
Sixty two years since
independence, there is a need to
change. We expect good service
delivery system from the police
which is possible only through
the police reforms. I am positive,
it will enable better output.
Any complainant that approaches
the police station desires to be
heard at the police station. We
expect better treatment from
policemen at the police stations
but that does not happen because
policemen are overloaded with
responsibilities. For better service

Earlier, police and prosecuter had
close interactions and we met
regularly to discuss the progress
report of the cases. Today,
prosecutors are not in the
purview of the police officers, so
we do not meet at Police
conferences with the result that
SP/ Commissioners are not able to
track the cases. Especially, since
the cases come up for hearing
after so many years, it is but
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delivery system we need to
ensure better working & living
conditions for them and their
families so that they are able to
concentrate on their work. The
problem is when a person
approaches the police station and
if his problem is not heard or case
is not registered it results into
discontent with the system. So, if
we have a content workforce we
can expect good results.
In India, if a case is registered it
has to be investigated unlike in
some other advanced countries
where petty cases are not
investigated and public is
informed accordingly.
Indian
legal system endorses the concept
of “panch” or “witness” which
means every case has to be
proved in court by witness. In
reality, however no-one wants to
be “panch” or “witness” hence
such declining conviction rates.
We can't therefore expect good
conviction and better delivery
systems if people do not want to
associate with cases. Only
reforms can do it. All police
stations should be in general
model police stations. We should
aim at improving the general
policing conditions. It is wrong to
think that other police stations
would follow the model it does
not work that way.
People are generally intimidated
at approaching police stations
because of corruption that
comes into play. In your opinion
what are the measures that can
improve the confidence of
people?
A position of power tends to bring
with it opportunities for
corruption. A person can be
called honest only if he has the
opportunity to make money and
he still refrains from doing so. We
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have to evaluate the reasons that
lead to corruption and it is not
very difficult to comprehend. If
people are living at a cutting edge
level and if their satisfaction level
is improved then chances are the
situation would be better.
The presumption and general
perception that police personnel
are dishonest and untrustworthy
has to change. A systemic change
is called for in perception by
bringing about stronger copcommunity bond.
Community can help police in
many ways, has been accepted
and there is always talk of better
cop- community relations. How
can we better public- police
interactions and thereby
improve our safety and security.
Improving cop –community
relationship is a continuous
process. It is a bond that people of
an area develop towards the
police be it constable or police
officer. Regular interactions of
police and public instill faith
among the people and they are
motivated to work with the police
and support the police in its
initiatives and thereby multiply
the force.

can inspire more and more
educated youth into joining the
services at all services from IPS
down to the level of a constable?
I hail from a village and the value
and importance of “Daroga” visit
to my village was deep set in my
mind. To be able to serve the
society and provide succour to
the distressed was an inspiration
that lived on for years in my
memory. We, as policemen must
remember that a person
approaches police station only in
extreme distress and his problems
are mitigated if he is heard at the
police station.
The role of policeman is akin to
that of a doctor. Just as a doctor
diagnoses a problem and
prescribes treatment based on the
ailment likewise policeman too
has to diagnose a problem by
hearing out the person in distress
and take necessary action.
Though, I cannot claim to have
the best of career in police, yet I
am very content. I would go to the
extent of saying that I would like
to be in Police Services if I were
reborn. I feel, if good talented
boys join police organization at
every rank we can deliver and
+
serve the society better.

As we very well know a size of
9000 + policemen against a
population of 70Lakhs is a
mismatch. A feeling of safety and
security is what we look for. This
is the only way that the police can
reach out to public. Crime will
continue but it is the faith
between the community and the
police that can help in day-to-day
policing.
Was police services always a
career you aspired for? Are you
today content with the choice
you made then and what aspect
of Police services in your opinion
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KNOW YOUR CP
K.P. Raghuvanshi, Commissioner of Police, Thane

Motto:“A moderate combination of Honest intentions & Emotional
intelligence combined with common sense can provide
solutions to any problems”.

Birth Date:March 01, 1955

Early Life Education:•
•

Schooling in Muzaffarnagar, UP.
M.Sc & M. Phil from University of Meerut.

Career:•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
The Mumbai PROTECTOR

Started career as Lecturer (Botany) at a PG College,
University of Meerut.
In 1980, joined Indian Forest Service then Indian Police
Service. After training at NPA joined Maharashtra
Cadre.
First Posting as ASP at Haveli Division, Pune & then
Sholapur City.
Joined as DCP Thane, on promotion in1984. At Thane,
worked in various capacities as DCP Zone -I (Thane),
Crime, Special Branch & Zone III (Kalyan).
In Mumbai as DCP-AP & DCP Zone – VII (June1988 to
May 1990)
Was SP Gadchiroli (1990 to 1992).
1993 – SP, Ahmednagar.
Subsequently AIG (Establishment) M.S Mumbai on
transfer.
Joined CBI and worked as SP - CBI & DIG - CBI (19942000).
After repatriation in Maharashtra, headed STF (Special
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•
•
•
•

•
•

Task Force), a newly created unit to
implement the recommendations of Shri
Krishna Commission.
IG- Konkan Range (March 2002 till 2004)
Joined as JT. CP ATS again a newly created
unit and served there till July 2007.
Served as Addl.DG (ATS) & Addl. DG
Railways.
In Feb 2008, handed over the charge of ATS
only to take over additional charge in Nov –
2008. Was reposted to ATS as Addl.
Director General of Police in June 2009
ADGP (L & O) from March 2010 to Feb
2011.
Thane CP since Feb 2011.

People who inspire:Teachers from primary & high school and my late
parents.

Passions:Being abreast with latest gadgets & technology.

Favorite: Books / Movies /Food:Munshi Premchand Ki Kahaniyan/ old Hindi
movies of 1960's & 1970's / Khichadi (Moong) &
French toast (prepared by me)

Fitness Regime:Daily walk about 5 to 6 kms and Gym three or four
times a week.

Message to the readers of Protectors:“Policeman is also a human being in uniform and
prone to commit mistakes. Such mistakes should
not be perceived as the general character of
Police. Never go by perception unless you
yourself experience any bad behavior of Police.
Police is there to serve people & like any
profession faith is the biggest bond between
police and common man. Your clear perception
will help police in securing you and your property,
Therefore “Help police to help you”.
as told to Jyoti Pathak
The Mumbai PROTECTOR
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Guts & Glory
- Jyoti Pathak

26th January in India is celebrated as the Republic day, when
the constitution of India came into force and it became a truly
sovereign and republican country. The ceremonial flag hoisting,
customary Presidential address, parade of defence personnels and pageant of
spectacular displays from the different states of the country exhibiting diversity of the
country forms an important part of celebrations. This day also marks the announcement of
President's award for meritorious services. This year about 630 deserving police personnel were
recipients of Police Medal for Meritorious Services (PMMS) of which 40 police personnel were
from Maharashtra. Police Medal for Distinguished Services (PMDS) was awarded to 93 police
personnel across India of which 3 persons were from Maharashtra. Apart from this President's
Medal for Gallantry (PPMG) for 07 personnel and Police medal for Gallantry (PMG) for 87 police
personnel were announced. This article discusses about the President's medals for Meritorious and
Distinguished services, a list of awardees of Maharashtra Police and comprehensive chart of
awardees across the country. We salute the heroes and follow their stories of achievements.
About the Awards :
President's Police Medal for
Meritorious Service – Central
Awards.

This Medal is awarded every year
on the occasion of Independence
and Republic Day in recognition
of the meritorious record in
Police service or in the Central
Police/ Security Organization. All
Police personnel in the country
with at least 15 years of service
are eligible for this award. The
number of Medals to be awarded
in a year is fixed at 740. The
recipients of the award are
presented Medals in Ceremonies
arranged by the State
Government/ Central Police
Organization concerned.
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President's Police Medal for
Distinguished Service- State
Awards
Every year about 125 Medals are

awarded on the occasion of
Independence and Republic Day
in recognition of a special
distinguished record in Police
service or in the Central Police/
Security Organization. All police
personnel in the country with at
least 21 years of service are
eligible for this award.
President's Police Medal For
Distinguished Service Republic
Day-2012- Maharashtra
1. Shri Kaushal Kumar Pathak,
Additional Director General Of
Police(admn),ms Mumbai,
Maharashtra

2. Shri Ashok Dhiware,
Additional Director General of
Police, CID, M.S. Pune,
Maharashtra
3. Smt. Harvinderkaur Varaich,
Deputy Commissioner of Police,
Kalina Police Training Centre,
Mumbai City, Maharashtra

Police Medal For Meritorious
Service Republic Day-2012Maharashtra
1. Shri. Sunil Ramanand, Dy.
Inspector General of Police,
Gadchiroli Range, Gadchiroli,
Maharashtra .
2. Shri. Amitesh Kumar,
Commissioner of Police,
Amaravati, Maharashtra.
3. Shri. Naval Bajaj, Additional
Commissioner of Police, South
Region, Mumbai, Maharashtra.
4. Shri. Niket Kaushik, Deputy
Inspector General of Police, ACB
Mumbai, Maharashtra .
5. Dr.

Nikhil

Jayprakash
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Gupta, Deputy Director, MPA
Nashik, Maharashtra.
6. Shri. Chiranjeev R Prasad,
Deputy Inspector General of
Police, CRPF, Jagdalpur,
Chhattisgarh, Maharashtra.
7. Shri.
Nilkanth Prataprao
Mhaske, Superintendent of
Police, MPA Nasik, Maharashtra
8. Shri. Ravindra Prabhakarrao
Sengaonkar, Deputy
Commissioner of Police, HQ
Navi Mumbai, Maharashtra.

Ghodke, Police Inspector,
Bhadrakali Police Station Nashik
City, Maharashtra.
18. Shri. Dinesh Balachandra
Joshi, Police Inspector, Special
Branch-ii, Airport Branch, CSI
Airport, Mumbai. , Maharashtra.
19. Shri. Deepak Bhikoba
Humbare, Police Inspector, CID
Pune , Maharashtra .

Police Sub Inspector, SRPF
Gr.viii, Mumbai, Maharashtra.
30. Shri. Ravindra Pralhad Saraf,
Assistant Police Sub Inspector,
Railway Nagpur, Maharashtra.
31. Shri. Prakash Ramachandra
Ghosalkar, Assistant Police Sub
Inspector, Traffic HQ Worli,
Mumbai, Maharashtra.

20. Shri. Milind Kalidasrao Patil,
Police Inspector, Woman
Training School, Solapur,
Maharashtra.

32. Shri. Nanda Soma
Khobarekar, Assistant Police Sub
Inspector, SDPO Office,
Kankavali, Sindhdurg.,
Maharashtra.

10. Shri. Bharat Papanna
Nimbalkar, Police Inspector,
Crime Branch Kalyan Unit,
Maharashtra.

21. Shri. Shashank Prabhakar
Sandbhor, Police Inspector,
DCB, CID, Mumbai,
Maharashtra.

33. Shri. Ashok Abasaheb
Waghmare, Assistant Police Sub
Inspector, Borivali Railway Police
Station, Mumbai , Maharashtra.

22. Shri. Balraj Shivraj Lanjile,
Police Inspector, EOW Pune
Rural, Maharashtra.

11. Shri. Manohar Shankar Joshi,
Police Inspector, Deccan Police
Station Pune City, Maharashtra.

23. Smt. Namrata Nitin
Alaknure, Police Inspector, Sid
Mumbai, Maharashtra

34. Shri. Satish Sukhlal Joshi,
Assistant Police Sub Inspector,
City Traffic, Jalgaon,
Maharashtra.

12. Shri. Ganpat Vithoba Nikam,
Police Inspector, Special Branch,
Pune City, Maharashtra.

24. Shri. Ashok Tukaramaji
Deotale, Assistant Police
Inspector, Dhantoli Police Station
Nagpur City. , Maharashtra.

9. Shri. Rajbhau L Pawar,
Superintendent of Police, SC/ST
Commission, Worli, Mumbai,
Maharashtra .

13. Shri Nandkumar Shankarrao
Kale, Police Inspector, Washim,
Maharashtra
14. Shri. Dattatraya Dnyanoba
Pawar, Police Inspector
(wireless), Office Superintendent
of Police, Wireless, West Zone,
Pune., Maharashtra.
15. Shri. Sallauddin
Janmohammad Pathan, Police
Inspector, Traffic Branch,
Navpada Thane City,
Maharashtra.
16. Shri. Nilesh Ramrao Raut,
Assistant Police Inspector, Thane
Nagar PS Thane City,
Maharashtra.
17. Shri. Kailash Dattatraya
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25. Shri. Ramesh Vitthalrao
Bhosale, Police Sub Inspector,
C.P. Office, Pune.
26. Shri Mohan Rajaram Kadam,
Armed Assistant Police Sub
Inspector, SRPF Gr.vii, Daund,
District Pune, Maharashtra.

35. Shri. Ekanath Ganpati Desai,
Head Constable, Chandgad
Police Station, Kolhapur,
Maharashtra.
36. Shri. Shahaji Mahadevrao
Dudhbhate, Head Constable,
Kalyan Railway Police Station
Mumbai, Maharashtra.
37. Shri. Maruti Balu Pujari,
Head Constable, DCB Mumbai,
Maharashtra.
38. Shri. Anil Mahadeo Sawant,
Head Constable, DCB, CID,
Mumbai, Maharashtra.

27. Shri. Hamidkha Subhankha
Pathan, Armed Assistant Police
Sub Inspector, SRPF Gr.ix,
Amravati, Maharashtra.

39. Shri. Arvind Ramchandra
Patil, Head Constable, Lib
Kolhapur, Maharashtra.

28. Shri. Sitaram Baban Narke,
Armed Assistant Police Sub
Inspector, SRPF Gr.ii, Pune, and
Maharashtra.

40. Shri. Umakant Rajaram
Palav, Head Constable,
Sindhdurg HQ, Sindhdurg,
Maharashtra.

29. Shri. Subash Yeshwant
Bendugade, Armed Assistant
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Force Wise/State Wise list of medal awardees to the
Police Personnel on the occasion of Republic Day 2012
President’s Police
Medal For Gallantry
(PPMG)

Sr. No

Name of States/
Organization

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Andhra Pradesh
Arunachal Pradesh
Assam
Bihar
Chhattisgarh
Delhi
Goa
Gujarat
Haryana
Himachal Pradesh
Jammu & Kashmir
Jharkhand
Karnataka
Kerala
Madhya Pradesh
Maharashtra
Manipur
Meghalaya
Mizoram
Nagaland
Orissa
Punjab
Rajasthan
Sikkim
Tamil Nadu
Tripura
Uttar Pradesh
Uttarakhand
West Bengal

03
-

30
a
b
c
d
e

UTs
A & N Island
Chandigarh
Daman & Diu
Lakshadweep
Pondicherry

-

31
a
b
c
d
e

CPOs/Other organizations
Assam Rifles
BSF
CBI
CISF
CRPF
04
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Police Medal
For Gallantry
(PMG)
Services
02
02
04
02
22
02
02
07
02
18
-

President’s
Police Medal
For Distinguished
(PPDS)
04
02
02
02
03
02
01
01
02
04
03
04
03
01
01
03
02
02
01
03
01
04
01
02

Police Medal For
Meritorious
Services
(PMMS)
25
02
03
12
07
17
01
11
07
04
16
08
19
08
17
40
07
01
03
05
11
15
16
01
21
06
73
05
20

-

01
01
01

02

06
01

06

13
46

14

02
06

24
57
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Sr. No

Name of States/
Organization

f
g
h
I
j
k
l
m
n
o
p
q
r
s
t
u
v
w
x
y

MHA
ITBP
NSG
SSB
SPG
BPR&D
DFSS
DCPW
NCB
NCRB
NEC
NEPA
NHRC
NICFS
SVPNPA
M/O Civil aviation
NIA
NDRF
MHA Sectt.
M/O Parliamentary
affairs
Ministry of
Railways
TOTAL

32
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President’s Police
Medal For Gallantry
(PPMG)
-

Police Medal
For Gallantry
(PMG)
Services
01
-

President’s
Police Medal
For Distinguished
(PPDS)
08
01
01
02
01
01
-

Police Medal For
Meritorious
Services
(PMMS)
23
12
04
11
03
04
01
01
01
01
01
02
01
02
04
02

-

-

-

01

07

02
87

02
93

15
630
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A Career Dotted with
Challenges & Achievements
Ravindra Sengaonkar, IPS, DCP HQ, Navi Mumbai.
Being the son of an Army
officer and maternal
grandson to a Captain and
Doctor of the British Army,
Ravindra Sengaonkar, DCP,
Navi Mumbai, grew up with a
natural affinity, uniform job
and aspiration to don the
uniform was deep set. He
spent most part of his
childhood with his maternal
grandfather and attributes the
etiquette and manners he
imbibed to him. The
disciplined life since early
years, he says, paved the way
to the many successes that he
enjoys in his career today. He
has earned several milestones
and awards in his career
spanning 23 years, the latest
being President's award for
meritorious service on
Republic day this year.
In a brief chat with Jyoti
Pathak, Sengaonkar shares
the journey of his career.
Background
Sengaonkar belongs to a very
small town called Hingoli, earlier
a Taluka which is now a district
and having a population of a lakh.
He lived there until he completed
his post graduation in commerce.
Always an outstanding performer,
he was a Gold Medalist in B.com
from Marathwada University,
which is now known as Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar University.
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He joined Bank of Maharashtra at
a young age of around 19 1/2
years and served there for 6 ½
years. He attempted for the
competitive examinations and
was selected for some positions
but he preferred to join as DSP in
Maharashtra Police cadre.
His maternal grandfather, a
Doctor and Captain in the British
Army played a crucial role in
moulding his personality. I
imbibed my etiquettes and
mannerisms from my maternal
grandfather, a strict disciplinarian
and gem of a person, says
Sengaonkar. His father too was an
Army officer in Signals but retired
in 1972 when Sengaonkar was
only 10 years old. His mother was
a school Principal at Hingoli.

Career
Right guidance helps you make
proper career moves, says
Sengaonkar and in his case, he
was fortunate to have the mentors
of the likes Mr. Sanjiv Dayal, DG
(ACB) and Mr.K.L.Prasad, ADG
(SID). He has very high regard for
Mr. K.L. Prasad, for the
appropriate guidance in his
career before he joined service.
After his physical training in
Nasik, he was attached to
Chandrapur district, where again
Mr. Prasad was the SP of the
District. I really gained a lot of
knowledge under his guidance,
says Sengaonkar. Physical
training was rigorous and they
had to run from Chandrapur to
Ballarsha which was at a distance

of 18 kms with all the
commandoes.
His first charge was Yeotmal and
then at Morshi Dist Amravati
where Mr. Sanjiv Dayal was his
SP and he learnt a lot from Mr.
Dayal.
He also worked at Ghadchiroli as
Sub Divisional Police officer. He
considers it an excellent period of
his life. Work experience at
Ghadchiroli was a breakthrough
in his life.
“It was a challenging but exciting
too” says Sengaonkar. We had
live encounters with naxalites
and did a lot of work for the
good of adivasis. I could
confiscate about Rs. 45 lakh in
cash, arms and ammunition
along with an excellent team
Jan - Feb 2012
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comprising Mr. Subodh Kumar
Jaiswal & Ravindra Kadam.
He enjoyed his posting at
Aurangabad and deputation to
United Nations in a peace
keeping mission in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. It was an Indian
contingent of three police officers
from Maharashtra, and rest were
from the other states, CRPF, and
BSF. That was a lovely period in
my life says Sengaonkar.
He has a strong desire and spirit to
help people who approach
police. Outspoken and helpful,
he is very intolerant towards
people who lie. This is the best
department to work for says
Sengaonkar and as
Superintendent of Beed district
he was known as SP of people and
was directly accountable to
public which he really enjoyed.

Motto
Helping people always, has been
the motto of my life. Since people
approach police stations only in
extreme distress and we are paid
for it and it is our duty says
Sengaonkar. According to
Sengaonkar, we should avoid
corruption of any kind. It's high
time that we work towards the
interest of the nation and as a
nation.

a naxal infested area.
• Sengaonkar has put in 23 years
of dedicated service in the Police
department and has earned more
than 27 letters of appreciation
from his seniors and nearly 250
from public. He has maintained a
consistently upward career
graph.
• During his first tenure as SDPO
Yeotmal (Sept 1990 to Oct 1992)
he distinguished himself by
decisive handling of challenging
and complex situations where
naxalites had unleashed terror
and panic among people. He
developed an effective patrolling
and intelligence gathering system
and with remarkable planning ,
execution and leadership, put a
check on the naxalite gangs in
Yeotmal and earned the respect of
people. His personal initiative
and investigation in a gang rape
case led to life sentences for all
the three accused.
• He adroitly quelled riots on
March 31, 1991, between
engineering students and citizens
of the Pusad cityand
demonstrated extraordinary skills

in handling communally sensitive
situations. For example, Durga
immersion procession at Ner
Parsopant in 1990 and again in
1992 at Ner Pinglai (Dist
Amravati) after the murder of
Shivsena autorickshaw driver by
anti social elements.
• At Morshi, (Oct 1992 to June
1993), where he was posted as
SDPO, the anti dacoity measures
initiated by him brought down
the crime rate. His proactive
policing was evident in Morshi
division after the demolition of
Babri mosque. He quickly rushed
to Karajgaon village (out of his
jurisdiction) where 4 Muslims
had been massacred by Hindus
and restored normalcy
immediately.
• He unearthed cash dumps of Rs
45 lakhs and arms & ammunitions
in large quantities from the dense
forest as SDPO of Gadchiroli, a
naxal infested area (June 1993 –
Nov.1995). He also affected the
surrender of three hardcore
naxalites and supervised several
naxal operations. The state
assembly elections during this

Ravindra Sengaonkar,
Dy. Commisioner of Police,
Navi Mumbai recipient of
President's Medal for
Meritorious Services on Jan
26, 2012.
Career Profile and Milestones
• Was appointed Dy. Suptd of
Police through MPSC in 1988
and did his district
training in Chandrapur,
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period recorded landmark 96 %
polling despite the people's War
Group's call to boycott these
elections.
• He was awarded Special Service
Medal in 1997 and a cash award
of Rs 16000/- by the Govt. of
Maharashtra and the 'Internal
Security Service Medal' by the
Govt. of India.
• His career graph acquired new
dimensions while working for
UN in Bosnia and Herzegovina
(1997- 98). He received a peace
keeping medal and certificate
from United States Department of
Justice (ICITAP).
• With public help he rescued
many lives during floods in
Palghar and checked property
offences by nabbing an intercity
gang as SDPO, Vasai in Thane
district.
• He started a novel “company”
system as DCP HQ, Pune paying
special attention to man &
resources management.
• Prepaid autorickshaw system'
and fully computerized city traffic
police was started by him for the
first time in Maharashtra when he
was DCP, Traffic.
• A gigantic project of
computerization of personal
details of 45000 police
personnel, required for quick
retrieval of data & effective man
management was undertaken by
him as DCP, HQII, Mumbai city.
• He was posted as DCP,
Bhiwandi and Thane when the
city was in the grip of serious riots.
Police had to resort to firing in
which two civilians were killed.
Subsequently violent mobs killed
two police constables who were
on duty. By adopting a new
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patrolling system and motivating
the police force he effectively
checked communal tension.
• He completed a massive
recruitment drive of 22000
candidates in just 20 days. He
initiated constructive interaction
with the public through
Vasundhara Utsav which
consisted of plantation drive and
environmental awareness.
• As DCP Special Branch, Pune,
he modernized the special
branch converting it into a
paperless office. He created a
precedent by bringing down the
time limit for passport verification
to just 7 days.
• On July 19, 2009, he saved the
life of a traffic ASI abducted by a
motorist, booked for traffic
violation taking him on the
bonnet of his car. The motorist
also injured 3 other pedestrians.
He chased the car, fired at the car
tyre, rescued the cop and caught
the driver.
• As SP in Beed district, a
politically and criminally
sensitive district he maintained a
commendable law and order after
he joined, introduced new ideas
in administration and due to
personal involvement, solved
almost all serious crimes.
• He is known for presence of
mind, a quick grasp of situations,
tensile strength, professionalism,
efficiency, leadership skills and
bravery in the execution of tasks
+
assigned to him.
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Republic Day Celebrations at
NMSA Grounds - Vashi
The 63rd Republic day on Jan26, 2012 was celebrated with a lot of enthusiasm and spirit of
patriotism at the Navi Mumbai Sports Association grounds. In a well organized function, the
tricolour was hoisted by Mr. Jayant Patil, Cabinet Minister for Rural Development,
Maharashtra. The celebrations consisted of cultural functions involving school and colleges of
Navi Mumbai. The well attended function was organized in the presence of senior police
officials like Mr. Ahmed Javed, Commissioner of Police, Navi Mumbai and Mr. Parambir Singh,
IG Konkan Range and other senior officers of the Navi Mumbai Police Commissionerate.
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Many Shades of Mumbai Police

Some of his decisions might have
rubbed his men the wrong side,
but Mumbai's Commissioner of
Police Arup Patnaik certainly has
a genial and thoughtful side to
him. He initiated an exhibition of
paintings done by police
constables at the Deutsche Bank
Courtyard in South Mumbai
recently. The paintings in water
colors and oil were much
appreciated and are likely to be
displayed along with the works of
esteemed artists Rashid Rana and
Jitesh Kallat.

Image Courtesy: Times of India

Image Courtesy: Mumbai Mirror

The

Good,
Bad&
Ugly

Vikas Lavande, Head Constable, Special Protection Unit
Image Courtesy: Mumbai Mirror

Image Courtesy: Mumbai Mirror

Image Courtesy: Mumbai Mirror

Sanjay Sawant, Police Constable, Local Arms Division

A sketch by Constable Sanjay Sawant
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While the above gracious gesture
has won the CP Patnaik the
admiration of the humble
constables in the Force, he
recently had assistant
commissioners of the city gritting
their teeth at a communication
they received from him saying
they were not acting against
prostitution rackets in the city
probably because… The
newspaper which reported this
rap by the CP reproduced a part of
the letter saying it was not
possible for such activities to
continue in the city's dance bars
and gambling dens without the
blessings of the ACPs. In the letter

Patnaik singled out Vasant Doble,
head of the social service branch
for praise, though. Doble
received compliments from
Patnaik for trying his best to stop
prostitution and gambling in the
city.

The same daily has reported an
incident when one of its
correspondents called the police
helpline 103 to help an old
woman who was shivering in the
cold outside Dadar Railway
Station. A cop arrived within 10
minutes to reach the lady who
was allegedly beaten and thrown
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members, a constable, is due for
retirement. The State
Government had also announced
a cash reward of Rs 2 lakhs
enthusiastically for the operation
which lasted 15 days round the
clock. Cases of unbecoming
forgetfulness! Tsk tsk tsk.

out of her home. That certainly
deserves a cheer from all those
who think the police helplines are
a hoax.

Inspector General of Police
(Prisons) Surinder Kumar is all
smiles these days for a very good
reason. Over 600 prisoners have
been moved from Arthur Road
jail to Taloja Jail in Navi Mumbai.
The State has heeded the request
to ease the space crunch at Arthur
Road jail and recruited 250
staffers to manage the increased
numbers at Taloja Prison. The
prisoners at the Arthur Road jail
will have more space in their
cells.

Early in January a report in a
leading daily lamented the apathy
at the Centre in disbursing the
cash rewards for acts of
exceptional commitment and
courage shown by cops. The cash
reward of Rs 5 lakhs announced
by the CBI for the arrest of 1993
serial blasts accused Karimullah
Khan who was believed to have
fled the country but was residing
at Nalla Sopara under a fictitious
name. An 11-member team of the
Crime Branch which nabbed the
accused in 2008 on a tip off by an
alert citizen is yet to receive the
prize money. One of the

If you have been getting text
messages and e-mails informing
you of big lottery wins and you
know that it is all a trap and you
have been wondering what the
Crime Branch is doing about it.
You will be happy to know that
the Crime Branch has indeed
acted and busted one gang at
least. A gang of six Nigerians was
arrested recently. Three cheers to
Crime Branch inspectors Venkat
Patil and Vinayak Vast!

Mumbai city got its first women
fire fighters early this year. Five
brave ladies were inducted into
the brigade at Wadala fire station
on the first working day of this
year. Chief Fire Officer H
Mujawar hopes to add another 30
women soon. To do away with
any kind of gender complex it has
been decided that they will be

known as firemen and they have
been trained on par with the
firemen.

The Police Commissioner's office
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near Crawford Market is a familiar
structure to Mumbaikars who
pass by it without giving it a
second look. The reason is that
the old, unchanged buildings in
the complex which houses the
more important offices of the City
Police look drab and dull. The
good news is that the complex
will go for a modern look in the
next couple of years when
reputed architect Hafeez
Contractor gives it a new look.
Most of the buildings will be
razed but the famous Dagdi
Chawl, as the Crime Branch
offices in the complex are
facetiously referred to, will not be
razed, according to reports.

According to Joint Commissioner
Himanshu Roy chain snatching
occurred when people went for
walks. The crime branch not only
used the time-clock theory to
detect the crime but also had its
eyes on jewellers who bought
stolen valuables.

Roy, we all know, does not rest till
he solves a crime. The case
involving the jewel thieves who
stole diamonds from a jewelry fair
two years ago which was cracked
February 2012, her birthday, for
her role in the murder of veteran
crime reporter J Dey. The police
has slapped the stringent
MCOCA on Vora, who was
arrested on 25 November 2011
Dey, Investigations Editor at the
tabloid, Mid-Day, was gunned
down in broad daylight near his
residence in Powai on 11 June
2011. In all, the Crime Branch
named 12 accused including the
gangster in exile, Chhota Rajan.

Image Courtesy: Times of India

It could have been a scene in a
television soap. Cop Shashikant
Sagre of Bandra Police Station
chased two chain snatchers on
his bike and retrieved the
mangalsutra snatched by them
from a lady walking on the
pavement of Turner Road. When
the lady shouted for help the
patrolling constables Shashikant
Sagre and Suresh Salvi heard her

cries for help and they chased the
thieves. As they neared the
fleeing thieves Sagre jumped
from his bike on to the speeding
bike driven by the thief and
caught him. Phew! And thanks to
the courage and guts of such
constables chain snatching which
used to be Mumbai's common
crime has reduced by 18 percent.
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The Crime Branch of the Mumbai
Police is not known to rub the salt
on the wounds of the accused in
its custody. But the Ironically, the
Crime Branch chose to file a
1,471-page chargesheet against
journalist Jigna Vora on 21

under Roy's supervision in 24
hours is still fresh in public
memory. His focus this year is on
reducing vehicle thefts. He told
the media recently that the
thieves prefer white vehicles.
Roy also told the media that the
majority of rapes were committed
by people known to the victims
such as close relatives and
boyfriends promising marriage.
In 2011 the crime rate had
reduced, especially after the
setting up of the special squad to
curb eve teasing, following the
Amboli incident.

According to the chargesheet,
Vora had in the three months
preceding Dey’s murder, made as
many as 36 calls to Rajan. The
telephonic contact stopped
abruptly after the murder, it said.
Call records reveal that shortly
after some of the calls between
Vora and Rajan, Dey's shooter
Satish Kalia received calls from
the latter, leading the police to
believe that the don was
coordinating the hit. Professional
rivalry was alleged to be Vora’s
motive in getting involved in the
eliminaltion of the senior crime
reporter.

Justice Markandey Katju,
Chairman of the Press Council of
India (PCI), does not mince his
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words. Calling a spade a spade,
Justice Katju castigated the
Maharashtra Government for its
inaction against the culprits
involved in numerous attacks on
journalists across the state. In a
letter addressed to Chief Minister
Prithviraj Chavan sent on 22
February 2012.
A delegation of eight journalists
from Maharashtra met me today
and apprised me of a large
number of physical attacks on
journalists/media houses in the
State of Maharashtra including
the recent one on Times of India
building in Mumbai allegedly by
Shiv Sena people.
“I was informed that in the last 10
years well over 800 journalists
were physically attacked, while
in the last two and half years 213
journalists were attacked by
political workers and anti-social
elements. More shocking was the
day light – murder of veteran
journalist J. Day. In this
connection, I had written two
letters to you but there was no
response from your side to either
of them. Did I not even deserve
the courtesy of a reply?,” Justice
Katju said.
Noting that freedom of the Press is
a guaranteed Constitutional right,
he further added: “It is the duty of
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the State Government to maintain
law and order in the State, but it
seems to me that your
Government is neither able to
maintain law and order nor
prevent attacks on journalists,
which seriously
imperils
freedom of the press. You are,
therefore, requested to now show
cause why I should not
recommend to the President of
India to dismiss your State
Government under Article 356 of
the Constitution since your
Government apparently seems to
have failed to uphold the
Constitution.”

The visit of Union Home Minister
P. Chidambaram to the National
Security Guard hub at Marol in
Mumbai literally brightened up
the hub. Since last January the
commandos had been waiting for
permanent electric supply to the
hub and were making do with
power generated from
generators. Some of the
residences were without power
forseveral nights. A day before
Chidambaram's visit the hub
received permanent electric
connection like a miracle.

Assaults on senior citizens are on
the rise in Mumbai. Not a day
passes without the newspapers
carrying headlines about some
elderly person either getting
killed or assaulted. The Bombay
High Court last week took the
Mumbai cops to task for failing to
protect a 68 year old woman
when she was assaulted by a
builder in December last year in

the presence of a police
inspector. Well, it takes all sorts to
make the world, as we all know.
There are many, many policemen
in Mumbai who don't shirk their
duty and are particularly kind to
the elderly.

Kerala DGP Jacob Punnoose must
be feeling relieved now that the
two Italian Navy personnel
aboard the oil tanker Enrica have
been arrested. Pressure was
mounting on Punnoose from the
fisherfolks community in Kerala
to book the men responsible for
the death of two unarmed
fishermen who were shot dead
near Alapuzha. The victims, it is
said were mistaken for pirates.
The incident has heightened the
need for the armed guards in such
vessels to exercise caution and
restraint while using their
authority to use the arms in their
+
possession.
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High Praise & Warm Wishes

FIGHT AGAINST
TERRORISM
Sharp Minds Share Strategies

YE S

I WANT A COPY
The Mumbai PROTECTOR

For more details contact:
New Media Communication Pvt. Ltd
1, Akbar Villa, New Media House, Marol Maroshi Road,
Andheri (East), Mumbai - 400059. India.
Tel:- +91 22 2920 8888/ 2920 2999.
Telefax: +91 22 2925 5279.
Email: satya@newmediacomm.biz
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Run Mumbai, Run...
Some ran for a cause and some for fun. Some showed grit and some willpower. Clad in
rainbow colours, from kids to senior citizens, from disabled to able bodied, they ran in
their thousands, as Mumbai watched in awe. In the end, the spirit of Marathon won the
hearts of Mumbaikars!
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Bonding
with
Bollywood

Umang is an annual customary celebration that never loses its zing!
Year after year, it continues to forge the bonds between the Bollywood
stars and the Mumbai Police. An evening of fun and frolic, with the
cops and their families watching their favourite stars actually come
down to Earth and literally dance to their tune.
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To be continued...
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